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Abstract
Software-Defined Internet of Things (SDIoT) is defined as merging heterogeneous objects in 
a form of interaction among physical and virtual entities. Large scale of data centers, hetero-
geneity issues and their interconnections have made the resource management a hard prob-
lem specially when there are different actors in cloud system with different needs. Resource 
management is a vital requirement to achieve robust networks specially with facing continu-
ously increasing amount of heterogeneous resources and devices to the network. The goal of 
this paper is reviews to address IoT resource management issues in cloud computing services. 
We discuss the bottlenecks of cloud networks for IoT services such as mobility. We review 
Fog computing in IoT services to solve some of these issues. It provides a comprehensive lit-
erature review of around one hundred studies on resource management in Peer to Peer Cloud 
Networks and IoT. It is very important to find a robust design to efficiently manage and pro-
vision requests and available resources. We also reviewed different search methodologies to 
help clients find proper resources to answer their needs.

Keywords Software-Defined Resource management · SDIoT Internet of Things (IoT) · 
Peer to Peer Fog Computing · Cloud Big Data  · Bottlenecks of cloud networks

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data is a new technology in which communications are 
beyond human to human, humans to machines and human to computers [1–3]. Billions or 
trillions of objects communicate with IoT and Big Data resources. The importance of IoT 
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has increased in several fields such as of industrial and transportation applications, various 
personal purposes such as electronic health care, smart cities, and so on. IoT is a communica-
tion revolution between Smart objects and is able to observe, listen, think and communicate 
without human intervention. IoT provides a platform for generated data by sensors and vari-
ous hardware devices to be processed by data analysis systems such as machine learning and 
provides intelligent systems [4–8].

Cloud computing and Big Data empowers user-centric access and network-centric 
demand for a group of shared resources and services such as servers, storage space, reposi-
tories and application services. The aims of resource detection algorithms are to shorten 
task completion; increase system’s operational capability and achieve maximum efficiency 
using existing computing resources. Process of resource detection for cloud computing sys-
tems includes following steps:

• Find and explore resources
• Allocate resource to desired work
• Perform tasks and return results
• Release resource

Big Data, Cloud Computing and IoT are based on two very dissimilar technologies which 
affect our lives. Cloud computing provides a convenient and consistent platform to access cus-
tomizable computational resources and services have consistent interaction with service provid-
ers. The relationship between networks illustrated (Fig. 1). Cloud computing Networks architec-
ture is divided into several parts: data center, infrastructure, design and application. Every one 
of these sections are considered as services to the upper layers and users of the lower sections. 
Cloud Networks are categorized into three major classes: software as a service (SaaS), platform 
as a service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [9, 10]. SaaS delivers programs that 
run in the cloud environment. These programs are somehow accessible through small environ-
ments or network browsers. PaaS services provide a platform resources which users are able 

Fig. 1  Relationship between different networks
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to use them on the provided platform. IaaS provides virtualized processing and computing 
resources over the internet [6, 7, 11–14]. Cloud computing and IoT have witnessed frequent 
and independent transformations. While they are very different, their characteristics are often 
complementary. IoT platform is able to use the available resources and capabilities of cloud 
computing instead of providing storage resources, processing and communication resources [6, 
7, 15]. Cloud computing platform is capable of creating an transitional layer between objects 
and applications that hide all complex and necessary functional features [16–18]. In a scalable 
and completely heterogeneous scope, searching, locating, resources detection and services are 
very important. The concept of Cloud of Things (CoT) as a mixture of cloud network has been 
emerged to handle huge amount of Big Data [6, 7, 19, 20]. A challenges of CoT is to eliminate 
unnecessary communications between data. This will decrease avoidable loads in datacenters 
and causes unreliable delay. In addition, mobility (which is very important in IoT and Big Data) 
is not adequately supported in cloud computing. One solution is to use Fog-Computing and pre-
process input data before transmitting them. Fog computing is a complementary model to cloud 
computing proposed by Cisco. The aggregation of Fog computing and IoT will lead to the crea-
tion of Fog of Things. It analyses sensitive data on the same source or transmitter device close 
to collection site to prevent sending large amounts of data to network. This affects the latency 
reduction in data analysis and risks in system security [6, 7, 21–24]. Fog computing is also 
helpful to control mobility issues by delivering resources and services for end users.

To make a CoT work, there are several items such as communication, storage and cal-
culations. Sharing data and applications are very important in CoT and are in the category 
of communications. Cloud computing provides an efficient and inexpensive solution for 
communicating, tracking and managing any requests from any location using customized 
portals [21]. Although cloud computing substantially improves and facilitate IoT connec-
tions, it can still provide sensitive cases for some situations. Generated data in IoT has three 
important attributes: volume and quantity, variety and variety in terms of data type and 
velocity or frequency of data generation [25]. Moreover, devices which are typically used 
in IoT have limited processing power and energy resources which makes it almost impos-
sible for them to do complicated and internal processing. This is why the collected data 
usually will be transmitted to powerful nodes in cloud computing resources to do all the 
calculations timely [26]. Cloud computing is also successful in expanding the boundaries 
of IoT to several networks with billions of devices [7, 27].

1.1  Introduction to IoT and It’s Architecture

In 1999, the concept of IoT and interconnected objects with unique identifiers were intro-
duced by Kevin Ashton. IoT is based on several other technologies such as wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs) [28, 29], barcodes, smart metering, NFC (Near-field communication), 
RFID (Radio-frequency identification), low power wireless communications, cloud com-
puting, etc. which all play a key role. IoT defines a new generation of the Internet in which 
real objects are evaluated and identified. They can communicate and exchange informa-
tion with another automatically (Fig. 2). Every object in IoT should be able to expand the 
information via Internet. In fact, IoT emphasizes interactions between networked objects 
[30, 31]. IoT ecosystem is important in many business, industrial, educational and health 
applications [32].Two architectures are presented for IoT ecosystem [33]:

• 3-layer architecture. The three layers in this architecture are called as (Network, 
perception App or application). The responsibility of perception layer is to identify 
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connected objects in the platform. This layer includes RFID tags, sensors, cameras, 
and etc. Network layer is the main layer and the core of the system. It transmits col-
lected information by the previous layer and with the included hardware and soft-
ware infrastructure, information and management centres. Finally, application layer 
aims to provide a platform which all the human interactions are covered with it.

• 5-layer architecture: 3-layer model was not suitable due to the expected development 
of IoT, so this architecture has been suggested. First layer is called Business and 
aims to manage and charge IoT applications and protect users’ privacy. The appli-
cation layer is intended to control applications used in IoT. It also develops more 
applications to enhance intelligence, authentication and safety of the platform. The 
processing layer which is sited on the third layer is responsible for handling the col-
lected information in perception layer. The fourth layer is transport which trans-
mits information between perception and processing layer as the network layer in a 
3-layer architecture and includes communicative technologies like infrared, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, etc. Each object in this layer is addressed via IPv6. The last layer is called 
perception aims to monitor and collect all the information about the physical charac-
teristics of any connected objects to the system, such as position and temperature.

Fig. 2  Architecture IoT and layers
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IoT is a large-scale distributed system with high heterogeneity hardware and software 
components [34]. Moreover, operation context of it is very dynamic and has a wide range 
of meanings, from software components to the geographic location of users which might 
be very mobile and animated. The key to determine some data should be processed accord-
ing to connections given to one field is a context-awareness platform [6, 7, 35]. In IoT 
ecosystem, existing devices include limited resources, rich resources, passes, edge nodes, 
and cloud data centres [34]. As in the management process and resource allocation, IoT’s 
mobile nature, the likelihood of the complexity of the service model, the current position 
and availability of connected devices and real-time processing in IoT should be consid-
ered, so this process is relative to traditional distributed systems and is more complicated 
than traditional cloud computing [36]. Figure  3 illustrates core of resource management 
activities with a hypothetical model for IoT ecosystem. It contains smart devices and intel-
ligent objects in IoT; cloud and Fog nodes. One of the issues in resource detection is how 
to define resources in IoT ecosystem. Resource model should correctly represent various 
elements in the different rows of an IoT ecosystem, both the physical and virtual resources 
are also needed to be considered [4]. Each layer in IoT ecosystem has its own modelling 
requirements with different formats and languages [37, 38]. Or using Network Description 
Language to express existing descriptions [39].

1.2  Introduction to Resource Detection in IoT and Big Data

Typical resource detection process has two main phases: first, identifying and locat-
ing physical and local devices and then finding the resources or services offered by 

Big Data

Fig. 3  Hypothetical model for IoT ecosystem
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the device. IoT applications are not typically interested to access to a particular node 
in the network but the provided resources by that node are principal factors. IoT is 
well-suited to the concept of content networks in which identification and access to 
resources should preferably be based on the testimonials or content of resources. This 
is not the Internet works as it is based on IP and URI mapping. In addition to IPv6 
that comes with the emergence of IoT, there are other designs for identifying devices 
and sensors [17, 40] such as semantic methods in which the addressing process is 
based on a semantic query on source or services description. The mapping between 
the actual address of devices and the provided description is transparent to the user or 
application.

Some authors like [41] have claimed that the performance of IoT and Big Data 
applications and IoT devices with each other as well as with information systems. 
Accepting a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach naturally helps integrate 
devices with enterprise systems. Traditional SOA considered three roles that interact 
directly: service provider, service consumer, and a registry. Additionally, any SOA-
based has some important functions: (discovery) (combination), and (access) [42–44]. 
Hlydra [45] is a smart link middleware that includes a resource-limited resource dis-
covery mechanism. Authors in [46] specifically consider IoT scale and mobility, and 
proposes MobIoT as an IoT service to expresses a new discovery protocol. MobIoT 
takes care of registry performance and search functionality [47]. In [48] a resource 
detection infrastructure has been developed based on Q-learning techniques to enable 
context awareness. In this method, heterogeneous neighboring detection protocol are 
developed which reduce energy dissipation and detection delay. Infrastructure goal is 
to optimize above factors by learning a policy for mobile and static nodes. Presented 
method in [49] uses various sensor search techniques in terms of search quality, and 
demonstrates how its methodology improves QoS requirements. Article [50] empha-
sizes on a classification for detection technologies in IoT by defining an interactive 
detection pattern. These categories include search around me or around a specific cli-
ent and search on the network. Figure 4 illustrates this technology.

It is stated in [51] that detection approaches are divided into local and remote sce-
narios. In local domain, detection takes place in a smart home environment on a local 
network. On the other hand, remote aspects work on smart city and global network. 
Detection methods are categorized as follows:

1. Distributed detection methods based on peer to peer coverage.

The philosophy behind such systems in p2p is using distributed hash table which 
supports multi-attribute queries in several domains. Authors in [52] developed Dis-
tributed Source Discovery architecture to communicate with each other through p2p 
protocol [53–55].

2. Centralized architecture to detect resources [56].
3. Constrained Application Protocol

COAP is application layer which includes a discovery mechanism and COAP has a 
web service on the kernel, which can respond to clients [57].
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1.3  A Comparative Study of Resource Detection in Computer Networks

Big Data,Grid computing and cloud computing systems provide large number of comput-
ing resources and services to their users. Resource detection for providing a collection 
of resources and attributes are expressed by their owners. Resources are able to satisfy a 
predefined set of users’ requirements. There are five main resource detection mechanisms 
classes: 1-(centralized or intensive), 2-(decentralized), 3-(peer to peer network), 4-(Hier-
archical structure), and 5-(Agent-based modelling). Some factors such as high number of 
resources, distribution ownership, resource heterogeneity and spoilage, dynamism, and 
resource deviations make it challenging to detect and assign resources for user’s requests 

opt

Listen for message()

Sends discovery message()

Sends advertise message()

Client Ting

sd Searching around me

A B

Client TingDirectory

ad Searching in Directories

Send registration message()

Send Result()

Sends search query()

C

Fig. 4  Iinteractive pattern for different search methodologies: Around me, Search on my network and 
Search in directory
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[24, 58]. In centralized mechanisms, a special collection of controllers detect resources-
required which match with the client server architecture. In this scenario, servers collect 
information about the available services [59]. Figure 5 summarises the differences between 
existing mechanisms in centralized category along with their disadvantages and advan-
tages. On the other hand, centralized mechanisms for resource detection are inadequate 
for large-scale computer networks and researchers have studied decentralized techniques 
to solve this issue. In these mechanisms, central databases or servers are eliminated and 
all nodes work together to perform resource detection on large-scale systems. Although 
these mechanisms work better on large-scale networks, they create overloads when manag-
ing network architecture. Figure 6 represents some popular and well-known mechanisms in 
this category.

The next model of resource detection is hierarchical mechanism in which resources 
information are modernized under a series of indexed nodes. The distribution system is 
created by categorizing resources in different clusters. In these methods, The queries are 
follow out based on hierarchically because the servers are organized in a hierarchical man-
ner. Each server is responsible for partitioning resources. In Fig. 7 some presented methods 
in this mechanism have been reviewed [59]. Figure 8 reviews the advantages and disadvan-
tages of some presented methods in hierarchical mechanism.

LARD [60] is a distributed resource detection technique using learning automata to 
find the shortest route between users and peer. This method supports multithreading 
queries. IAPS [61] is based on ant optimization files in network. For each type of file, 

Fig. 5  A comparison centralised mechanisms
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it considers a score based on previous searches, to minimize search area and overload. 
DHMCF [62] is based on the state model with high respond rate to dynamic requests. 
Each machine measures its state based on arrived requests and the state model of net-
work. This model estimates the state of machines before and after accepting requests; 
therefore, machines are aware of their status to decide whether to accept or refuse a 
request. Most techniques in this category suffer from a sudden change in broad net-
work coverage and low security and are not scalable. In contrast, they support dynamic 
and multi-attribute queries.

Structured peer-to-peer networks are not flexible. Important information is stored in a 
specific peer which uses distributed hash table for direct search through the data. In these 
networks, each peer manages a subspace to stores information about connected peers. A 
well-known example is Chord [18] in which distributed hash table stores key-value pairs. 
Chord is not suitable for dynamic and multi-attribute queries, but it supports load balanc-
ing. CAN is another model for structured peer-to-peer network [63]. Like Chord, it uses 
more than hexing subordinate in distributed hash table to support repercussion. Other 
methods such as D2B [64] and SCAN [65] have similar functionality to CAN in peer-to-
peer networks.

Fig. 6  Decentralized mechanisms
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Paper [44] proposed a one-dimensional decentralized technique based on DHT in 
which each source has multiple attributes. This study uses a different strategy than CAN 
and Chord to map data records to index stead. Local data elements share same prefixes in 

Fig. 7  Hierarchical mechanisms

Fig. 8  Agent-based mechanisms
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words. It is scalable, flexible and benefits from load balancing. On the other hand, it does 
not support error tolerance, security and geographic location. Other similar approaches are 
presented in [66].

Super-P2P networks are used to facilitate convergence of peer-to-peer networks. A few 
peers work as super-peers to manage assigned other peers in networks [42, 67]. Super peers 
have special resources (memory, computing, and bandwidth). Peers need to be assigned to 
at-least one super. Supers are responsible for routing all requests [68]. Super peers form a 
structure similar to a typical p2p network and are mainly computational and communica-
tion centers. Semi-centralized search is one of the advantages of this asymmetric model. 
KaZaA conforms Super-peer model, in which there are two distinct types of privileged and 
ordinary peers. Super peers handle a set of peers. Ordinary peers update their super peer 
about their resource indexes. This helps to have better load balancing, less search time, 
more scalability [67]. In Gnutella2, super-nodes search their data tables locally and con-
nect each request to corresponding peer [69]. If the answer is not accessible locally, the 
request will be sent to other super nodes. This technique greatly reduces network traffic 
and increases reliability. HPRDG [67] detects resource in cubic computational grids using 
super-peers. HPRDG connects two layers of SN and Chyper SN with ring topology.

Hybrid networks are presented to overcome the disadvantages of structured and unstruc-
tured topologies. In [63], structured search techniques, such as DHT, can index and locate 
rare items and to use overturning techniques to locate repetitive items. HybridFlood [70] 
is another hybrid model using flooding and super-peers. Algorithm allows to use flooding 
with limited number of steps in the first phase. In second phase, it finds peers with maxi-
mum number of links to other peers. This method improves search performance by reduc-
ing additional messages per step.

1.4  Resource Detection in Cloud Computing and Big Data

Different approaches have been proposed to detect resource in cloud computing and Big 
Data and SDN (Software-defined networking). Some articles like [71–73] uses history of 
resource detection and transitory clustering services. This mechanism creates clusters of 
grouped nodes over time. It is suitable for large, heterogeneous, and dynamic cloud com-
puting environments in terms of flexibility, scalability, high tolerance. On the other hand, 
it does not have proper monitoring of the local interface. Researchers in [56] presents a 
method which uses limited, local, multi-attributed search. In this method, all data and que-
ries are stored decentralized within all physical machines in data centers. Figure 9 sum-
marizes the advantages and disadvantages of some resource detection mechanisms in cloud 
computing.

1.5  Resource Detection in IoT and Fog computing

Resource allocation in a system requires search and detection of available resources [74, 
75]. Following requirements should also be noted in resource detection [76]:

1.5.1  Flexible Identification Scheme

Internet which unique IP and URLs are enough to identify single node across web; IoT 
systems still need proper mechanisms to detect resources. The purpose of the resource 
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detection on IoT is not the device itself, but the sources that it produces. No standard has 
been currently developed for this type of ID. Some identifiers used in IoT applications are 
EPC (Electronic-Product-Code), UPC (Global-Product-Code), in addition to URL and 
IPv6.

1.5.2  Support for Multi attribute and Rang Query

Detection mechanism must have the ability to attaint (queries) through the exact and cor-
rect matching Given ID; it also able to take-queries with more attributes (such as Place and 
category). Additionally, along with correct matching of queries, the detection The system 
must support a query that specifies upper and lower defined sill one or more attributes [77].

1.5.3  Context Awareness

Context-awareness can used to describe the status of physical entities like automaton and 
application [78]. Context involves location, identity, status of individuals, groups, and 
computing objects in relation to provided data by devices. It allows IoT to offer resources 
based with minimum human interaction and facilitates data interpretation and communica-
tions. Recently, several articles for source detection have emerged in IoT, though none of 
them completely covers all of the above requirements. In the next section, we will examine 
some of them.

Fig. 9  Source discovery mechanisms in cloud computing
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1.6  Articles About Resource Detection

Article [4] describes the distributed infrastructure design, which aims at allowing smart 
things to communicate and collaborate with the consideration of space repartition and their 
wide criterion. The proposed foundation has several features: Awareness, Self-management 
and User-friendly. Awareness is achieved by storing site Info to Global routing may be 
prevented. The method often enables context-awareness services. Self-management means 
detection of shrewd harness by subtraction, as well as shape and renovation. The devel-
oped interface is easy to understand for human users and machines to rummage for sets 
presented by intelligent harness. On ascendancy this arrangement-architecture there is a 
Scalability mechanism that solves on resources. Such a thing automaton provides location 
awareness as well as load-balancing because they are automatically routed-to-destination 
that are far away from overloaded infrastructure.

2  Conclusion

Resource management as a process of allocating different types of resources such as 
Fog computing, Big Data Infrastructure, IoT networking and energy resources to a set of 
requests from different clients is becoming a major concept to consider in cloud environ-
ments. The allocated resources should meet several criteria such as performance objec-
tives, infrastructure providers and users need. There are several methods to detect available 
resources in the network. We categorized existing studies in the literature into centralized, 
decentralized, hierarchical and agent-based mechanisms. Each one of these technologies 
has advantages and disadvantages which should be considered when a new client asks for 
resources. The provided solution must consider application performance, resource avail-
ability and cost-effective scaling of available resources. Dynamic changes of applica-
tions demand should also be considered. This paper reviews a broad ranges of presented 
resource management techniques in the literatures and provides a classification of methods 
with their advantages and disadvantages compare to other available methodologies.
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